
Walking route 2:  Niersense sprengen     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRAVEL DIRECTIONS 

Coming from the BOSRAND, turn right and immediately left [GORTELSEWEG]. We follow the stream until it turns right, here we 

turn left [HATTEMSEWEG]. At the end of the road, right-angled bend, shortly after a wooden bridge, immediately left over a 

bridge (dirt road with paved bicycle path) [NIERSENSEWEG] 

1.  Turn left at the first crossing before the stream, follow the new stream on your right. 

2.  After ± 50 meters the stream turns right and you follow the path along the stream. At the end of the straight keep left 

after ± 25 meters walk right between the two streams until the Elburgerweg. Cross Elburgerweg. (Look out! Busy 

road) 

3.  Follow the path here (bends to the left) then cross the Elburgerweg again at the post with a red dot. (Attention! Busy 

road) and DO NOT CROSS THE BRIDGE but turn right along the paved road. After ± 50 meters immediately take the 

first path to the left at a house number post 146 on a country road between fields (through the fence). 

4.  Keep to the right before the white farm, follow the wide dirt road until the paved road. Turn left on the paved road 

(walk on the left!) Beware, people drive fast here!! This is the road that runs along De BOSRAND. 

Nice information about the area in order of the above points: 

1. The first stream you encounter here on your left is the beginning of the sprengen area 

2. On your left you will see a large number of sprinkler heads. This is where the groundwater that flows from the higher Veluwe 

comes from the ground. These sprinkler heads are centuries old and unique in Europe and very fragile! 

3. The Kroondomein starts on your right behind the grid, where large groups of red deer and wild boars live in a natural 

environment. The woods are freely accessible almost all year round (September 25 - Dec 25. Closed) Early in the morning and 

towards the evening screening, you are most likely to see wild pigs and deer, also the badger and fox are active. 

4. At the end of the country road you will pass a fish farm where you can occasionally buy fresh fish. 

Please report any comments or remarks on the route at the desk.. THANK YOU !! 

 
Road: 
more than half are 
not dirt roads 
 
Sightseeing features: 
 forest, sprinkle. 
 
Wheelchairs:  
not possible 
 
catering trade: 
No 


